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Are We Heading Towards a Cashless Society?

Statistics show that cash use has
dropped dramatically in the last
few years. At the end of 2019,
about 73% of total Canadian transactions were electronic. According
to Ramesh Siromani of RBC, cash
use has declined about 40% in the
last five years due to the convenience of debit and credit cards, reward perks that come with them,
and enhanced technology like digital wallets on smartphones and
wearables.
The pandemic has intensified
the need for going cashless, as
well. Some merchants are urging
non-cash payments and others are
outlawing cash altogether saying
it’s safer as there’s less contact between cashier and customer. Online shopping, curbside pickup, and
home deliveries are also contributing towards a non-cash lifestyle.
“While we have seen a continued
shift towards digital payments in
Canada, there’s no doubt that the
Pandemic has accelerated this
shift,” said Tracey Black, CEO of
Payments Canada.
Cash is still king around the
world, but there are pockets of
places moving away from cash.
And no one is dropping cash faster
than Sweden. Some estimates say
they’ll be cashless as soon as 2023.
Thousands of Swedes have even

been getting microchips implanted
in their hands that allow payments
with a swipe of the hand. “The
U.S. won’t be going cashless any
time soon,” says Stacey Madge of
Visa Canada, “but countries with
lower levels of economic inequality, more social cohesion, and a
greater trust in government and
civic institutions, such as Sweden
and Canada, may be more suited to
an economy without bills and
coins.”
Those who advocate for a cashless society say it will: reduce
lineup times; increase checkout
efficiency; reduce the risk of handling, storing, and depositing cash;
improve accounting; and facilitate
easier currency exchange while
travelling. Credit and debit cards
can be easily replaced, but lost or
stolen cash is usually lost forever.
And a plus is that people don’t
have to carry around big bulky
wallets filled with cash since all
they need to make purchases is
their little plastic cards.
Those who are against a cashless society say: cash is simple,
accessible, steady in value, anonymous, doesn’t leave a trail, can’t be
hacked, doesn’t rack up transaction
fees, and is usable even when the
lights go out or the internet shuts
down. It’s also ideally suited to

transactions like garage sales,
roadside fundraisers, church fairs,
bake sales, farmers’ markets,
buskers, panhandlers, and homeless folks. Not to mention things
like the tooth fairy, the swear jar,
piggy banks, tips, and birthday
card money. They say digital transactions sacrifice privacy, that
there’s an increased risk of cyber
attacks, and the temptation to overspend increases.
Today, there are still many people who are unable to make digital
payments because they don’t have
a bank account, credit card, debit
card or smartphone, so dealing digitally is a struggle or impossible.
People who rely on cash often
tend to be low-income, immigrants
or the elderly. For this already
marginalized part of the population, where traditional financial
institutions are not accessible
enough for them, there will still be
a need for cash.
Cash or Cashless - Who Knows?
Google “cashless society” and
you’ll find a plethora of information, that’ll keep you reading for
days, about the benefits and the disadvantages of going cashless.
(ctvnews.ca; macleans.ca; blomberg.ca;
financialpost.com; thebalance.com)
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… Message from the President …
It has been an interesting year, full
of surprises and changes. COVID19 has forced all of us to do things
differently. Our physical office
closed for a couple months and
Marc worked from home. We were
surprised that we didn’t get many
calls regarding COVID-19 asociated problems.

We encourage people to support
our organization by making a donation. Your support, often for
many, many years, has been very
helpful and much appreciated.

The Annual General Meeting was
very bare-bones – held on Zoom
with no guest speaker or information session. Eric Green, DirecWe held our Board Meetings and
tor of Saskatchewan Consumer
Annual Meeting by Zoom which
Affairs Authority, joined us on the
for many of us has been a learning Zoom call and we appreciated his
experience. Two of our favourite
participation. The usual items were
events were cancelled - YXE Con- dealt with – minutes, financial renects in May and Spotlight on Sen- port, and Board membership. Two
iors in October - very sad for us
Board members have resigned – Jo
because they give us the opporCustead who has been on the
tunity to connect with many conBoard twice before and has lots of
sumers and to hear their concerns. expertise, and Myrt Ryhorchuck, a
fairly new member, who at Board
The CASK Board has made the
meetings was full of ideas and sugdecision that our membership and
gestions. CASK thanks both of
subscription fees will end. Howthem for their involvement and
ever, for our current members we
contributions. We do have Board
are still happy to mail copies to
openings and if you might be interyour home at no charge. Please
ested, please contact us.
notify us by email or by calling the
office if you would like that opThanks to Brenda Goldsworthy for
tion. For those who wish to be on
her exceptional work editing Saskour email list to receive SaskWatch, to Marc Rousseau for hanWatch, please let us know as we
dling the phone and other office
may not have your email address. duties and for keeping the Board
We will still be printing Saskon track, and to the Saskatchewan
Watch for free distribution at exConsumer Affairs Authority for
hibits, libraries and other locations. financial and moral support. Many
With this free distribution, and
thanks, as well, to the Board memSaskWatch on our website, we
bers for their various contributions
were uncomfortable charging
and support.
membership and subscription fees.
By Ruth Robinson, President

Office Space for Rent
For many years we sublet half of our office space.
Our tenant has moved so it’s available. It’s a great
space with a large window, locked door between the
two offices, and in an easily reached downtown location. It’s 230 square feet; rent is $390 per month.
Phone the office for more information or to see it.
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Port-Out Fraud, Phishing & Pandemic Scams
Wireless Port-Out Fraud

Pandemic Scams

Port-out fraud is a type of identity theft. Criminals
use stolen personal information to pose as the account
holder to get a service provider to transfer (port) a
wireless phone number and account to another service
provider. They then have control over the phone number and could use it, with other information they may
have already stolen from you, to access your email,
bank accounts, or other personal information.
SaskTel says to prevent port-out fraud, protect
your personal information, including your phone
number, and identification from online and physical
theft. You can also request port protection by calling:
1.800.SASKTEL (1.800.727.5835).

COVID-19-related scams are on the rise. Since the
Pandemic, scammers have come up with new ways to
defraud the public. In some cases, cybercriminals are
using the Canada Emergency Response Benefit
(CERB) or ads for protective gear to lure you into
clicking links that could steal from you or lock your
information. Scams offering vaccines, cures, treatments, test kits, and air filter systems are on the rise.
If you receive a phone call, email, text message, or
letter with claims to sell you any of these items . . .
It’s a Scam.

Phishing by Email & Text
Phishing is a form of fraud where criminals send an
email or text falsely claiming to come from a legitimate business to trick people into revealing personal
information.
SaskTel says they’ll NEVER send you an etransfer request or ask you for your passwords, social
insurance number, banking or credit card information,
or any other confidential information in an email or
text message. If you get an email or text that appears
to come from SaskTel requesting this information,
report it to them at: complaint.abuse@sasktel.net and
then delete it.

More information at:
Canadian Centre for Cyber Security @
www.cyber.gc.ca; sasktel.com/scams; or
antifraudcentre.ca.

Don’t Abbreviate 2020 When Signing Important Documents

Law enforcement warns that abbreviating the year
2020 on legal documents could be used against you.
Shortening 2020 to 20, especially on important documents, could be a costly mistake as scammers could
easily turn that 20 into any other year in this century
by simply adding two numbers to the end.

The East Millinocket Police Department in Maine
say, “this habit could put you at major risk of fraud.”
They say that all dates can be altered, but “if a document of any kind, either legal or professional, is
brought to our attention as being forged or fraudulent,
it would likely raise far more red flags if it had a date
of 1999 as opposed to 2019 or 2021.” This is a problem specific to the year 2020 since abbreviating another year, like 2017, as 17 could only be changed to
a date in the 1700s.
Writing out the full date 2020 could help you
avoid legal issues if you’re targeted by a criminal. If
you want to avoid any potential problems, simply
make it a habit to write out 2020 instead of just 20, on
all important documents and cheques.
(wjtv.com; forbes.com; cbslocal.com)
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Bits & Pieces

BITS & P

Expiry Dates on Hot Water Bottles.

Canada #1 for Quality of Life.

Hot water bottles that are in good condition on the
outside may be damaged on the inside. The rubber
degrades, hardens and cracks over time, so it’s a good
idea to buy a new one every year to prevent a huge,
messy accident. When buying a new bottle, check the
daisy wheel and note the year of manufacture. If it’s
more than 3 years old or appears aged or faded, don’t
buy it.

A study conducted by US News & World Report
broke down 80 countries’ overall rankings based on
75 different metrics. Canada was named the second
best country in the world, and has been named the #1
country in the world in 2020 for Quality of Life.
Overall, Canada also ranked as the fifth best country
for women and third in business. According to the
study, Canada placed number one for its political stability, strong job market, safe environment, and its
good education system.

Don’t Use Poison On Rats & Mice.
Poisons often affect more than their intended target.
Birds of prey, like owls, hawks, and eagles, depend on
mice and rats for the bulk of their meals (which they
also feed to their young) and can be affected by secondary poisoning. Snakes, foxes, wolves, racoons,
and other larger carnivores also feast on vermin. and
are at risk when their primary food source is poisoned.
And pets like cats and dogs are also susceptible. A
dying or dead animal that is killed by poison is toxic
to any animal that eats it. As the poisoned animal
sickens and slows its pace over the days it takes to
die, it becomes an easy target for a hungry predator or
a playful pet, which on eating it will be poisoned and
could die a brutal death. Not only can this poison
harm other animals, but it can disturb the environment
and be hazardous to humans.

Questions About Medications.
MedSask provides information about prescriptions,
over-the-counter medications and herbal remedies for
Saskatchewan residents. Your drug-related questions
will be answered free of charge by licensed pharmacists. Their services supplement information and advice provided by a doctor or pharmacist, and provide
medication support when a doctor or pharmacist isn’t
available. They provide information on: best treatment choice for you; taking medications safely; side
effects and adverse reactions; drug interactions; and
anything else related to medications. Queries can be
made 365 days a year by calling: 306.966-6378 in
Saskatoon, 1-800-665-3784 in Saskatchewan, or by
email at: med.sask@usask.ca.

(automatictrap.com; discoverwildcare.org)

Give Plants Extra Nutrition.
The next time you cook pasta or vegetables, instead of
pouring the water down the drain, use it in your house
or garden to water your plants. You can also use water
from boiling eggs, which is full of the calcium they
need to grow. This method of watering your plants
works as a great fertilizer giving your plants the nutrition they need to thrive. It’s also a good alternative if
you don’t have the space or time to develop a compost
pile.

Keep Grass & Weeds Out.
Baking soda neutralizes the ph in soil so nothing will
grow there. Use it around all the edges of flowerbeds
to keep the grass and weeds from growing into the
beds. Just sprinkle it onto the soil so that it covers it
lightly, twice a year - spring and fall.

What Direction Should Fans Turn?
Changing the direction of your ceiling fan in the summer and winter allows you to give your AC or heating
unit a much needed break. In the summer, ceiling fans
should rotate counterclockwise to push cool air down
to the floor. The cool air evaporates perspiration and
creates a wind chill effect which makes you feel cooler without affecting the room temperature and can
save as much as 40 percent on your air conditioning
bills.
In the winter, ceiling fans should rotate clockwise,
at a low speed, to pull cool air up. The gentle updraft
pushes warm air, which naturally rises to the ceiling,
down along the walls and back to the floor. This
makes a room feel warmer, which allows you to lower
the thermostat and decrease the use of heating devices
and can save as much as 15 percent on your heating
bills. (from delmarfanws.com)
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Bits & Pieces

Can Hand Sanitizer
Spontaneously Combust?

What Does Quarantine Mean?

Quarantine literally means 40 days. The word comes
from the Italian words quarantina giorni which transOne of the major fears that people had after encountering this rumour on social media was that their hand lates into space of 40 days. During the 14th century,
sanitizer was going to “spontaneously combust” if left that's how long ships were kept in isolation - or
too long in a hot car. Snopes.com says they won’t say quarantined - when they could potentially be harbourthis is impossible, but will say that it is extremely un- ing sick people.
likely. Alcohol-based hand sanitizers are still flammable and do pose some risks so should not be used near
open flames. In other words, while hand sanitizer
gives off ignitable vapours at roughly room tempera• Put a few sprigs of mint in the centre of your table
ture or above, that vapour-air mixture still needs to be
when eating outside and it’ll keep bees away.
exposed to very high temperatures to ignite. A flame
• Add sage or rosemary to your campfire to help
can do it. A hot car can’t. Although keeping a small
keep mosquitos and other bugs away.
bottle of hand sanitizer in your car won’t result in
spontaneous combustion, if you want to be extra care- • Keep cats and dogs out of your flowerbeds by
sprinkling them (the beds, not the animals) liberalful, it’s probably a good idea to take the hand sanitizly with black pepper. If they get too close they’ll
er out of your car, or at least put it in a shaded area
have sneezing fits keeping them away but not
away from direct sunlight.
harming them.

… Summer Tips …

Don’t Have To Tap Debit Machines.
People are currently wanting to reduce public touch,
so here’s a tip. You don't actually have to 'tap' the
debit machine with your card to process your payment. Just hold your card close to the top of the terminal and you’ll hear the familiar sound indicating
that your payment has been accepted. This can be
particularly useful when buying gas at “pay-at-thepump” gas stations that have touchless payment options.

Earworms.
Some songs get stuck in our heads more than others.
You begin to hum along and before you know it, the
song is running through your head on repeat. What
has happened? An earworm has invaded your head!
That’s what it’s called when a song or a jingle gets
stuck in your head and won’t come out. And it’s not
necessarily one of your favourite songs. It’s often that
catchy commercial jingle or slightly-annoying radio
hit that gets into your brain and continues to play over
and over and over. According to researchers, about
98% of all people have gotten songs stuck in their
heads at one time or another. In most cases, earworms
eventually go away on their own. That is, until another one comes along to take its place!

•

If you get wasps in your house, spray them with a
water mister. The water on their wings weighs
them down, keeps them from flying, and makes
them easier to catch.

•

Prevent ants getting in your house by mixing water and vinegar in a spray bottle and spritz all the
doorways, windows, and entryways where they
might try to get in. Vinegar masks the good smells
attracting them and they hate strong smells like
vinegar so they won’t try to get in.

•

Slugs and snails in your garden? Sprinkle coarsely
crumbled eggshells around the plants they like to
dine on. The shells’ sharp edges scratch their sensitive feet so they’ll quickly leave in search of easier pickings.

•

Poke about 20 whole cloves into a ripe apple or a
piece of citrus fruit, place it on a plate and watch
the flies disappear.

•

Is your kid’s sandbox filled with insects and other
creepy crawly critters? Did the neighbour's cat
decide the sand is a good substitute for its litter?
Try sprinkling and mixing in a few handfuls of
cinnamon. It discourages insects from setting up
shop and the spice repels cats.
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Video Game Micro-Transactions
There have been cases of micro-transactions where children have unwittingly spent
thousands of dollars through a video game on their parent’s credit cards.
by Marc Rousseau
“Free-to-play” doesn’t always
mean “free” and purchasing a fullpriced new $80 video game doesn’t
always mean you are done paying
for it.
Imagine that you’re at home
watching an action movie. The protagonist has been shot and you’re
worried about whether he’ll survive. Suddenly the movie pauses
and asks if you’d like to spend $3
to give the hero a bazooka to up his
odds of survival. This is the new
reality of video games in which
players are frequently prompted to
spend more money on a game they
are playing. These small fees within games - micro-transactions - can
be quite tricky to understand as
they are new and act unlike any
other medium of entertainment.
Also known as “in-game purchases”, micro-transactions can be
found in most new forms of video
games. Anything from free games
downloaded on a mobile phone to
brand new console games with a
$79.99 and up price tag can be
found asking for even more cash to
be paid for the experience. Usually
the things a player can purchase
will involve new weapons, costumes, characters, or experiences.

Some more aggressive mobile
games will even ask the player for
more money just for the privilege
of continuing to play for another
hour.
Some games can even be pushier with the same tactics casinos
use to target gamblers; this can be
mostly found in what is called “loot
boxes”. A loot box is a package
that can be purchased in many different games, and usually contains
an assortment of digital additions.
The problem with these is by design: players buy what is like a
wrapped gift and never know what
is inside. The odds of getting the
best items are usually staggeringly
low and not transparent. This leads
problem spenders to constantly buy
more loot boxes as they chase the
rarest items they are seeking.
There have been some cases of
micro-transactions where children
have unwittingly spent thousands
of dollars on their parent’s credit
cards, all completely on digital
goods within a video game world.
With stories like these, the consumers are usually completely at the
mercy of the game companies
whether they will be refunded for
the massive bills or not. Luckily,
this can be mediated before a prob-

lem occurs, on most devices, by
locking the bank card information
registered to the device with a password, or by using the parental account settings most video game
consoles include under the settings
menus, such as the Xbox One,
Playstation 4, and Nintendo
Switch.
To avoid the biggest issues
linked to micro-transaction purchases, be sure to use parental settings on your phone, tablet, or video game console to assure that your
kids cannot access the bank card
and make unwanted purchases.
Talk to them about how their video
games may ask them to pay more
money and decide, together, what
you want and don’t want to purchase. Video games published as of
2018 and later will have “in-game
purchases” listed on the ESRB rating on the back of the box or digital
information.
If you find yourself or someone
you know struggling with gambling
addiction, try to recognize if it is
manifesting itself in the overpurchasing of micro-transactions. If
you find yourself in this situation,
feel free to call the Problem Gambling Help Line at 1-800-306-6789
for detailed advice.
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Best Before vs Expiry Dates
Many Canadians are limiting their
grocery trips and using up the food
they have at home during the Pandemic and are wondering if there’s
a difference between Best Before
and Expiry dates.
Health Canada says you can eat
foods after the best-before date has
passed but emphasize that it’s not
safe to eat foods if their expiration
date has passed. The best before
dates have to do with food quality its freshness, texture, flavour and
nutritional value - not its safety.
The Expiry dates tell consumers
the last day a product is safe to
consume.
According to davidsuzuki.org,
“Every year a staggering one-third
of the world’s food is wasted.

That’s 1.3 billion tonnes of food. If
you don’t confuse best before with
expired, you’ll waste less food,
you'll save money, and you'll avoid
sending food waste to the landfill,
which contributes to increasing
methane emissions and significantly adds to our climate change
woes.”
How long after a best before date
can I safely eat ………..?

Fix.com shares a pantry guide for
dry goods.
Government of Canada’s website:
healthycanadians.gc.ca, has detailed information about storing
foods and how long different foods
can be stored in the fridge, freezer
or pantry.
(davidsuzuki.org/blogs/queen-of-green;
healthycanadians.gc.ca)

LoveFoodHateWaste.ca shares
storage time limits, e.g., you can
safely consume eggs for a month
after the best before date.
EatbyDate.com provides you with
a diverse perspective on food shelf
life, food safety, expiration dates,
food storage and more.

Radon Gas in Your Home
A new national study, done with the help of the Lung
Association of Saskatchewan, shows one in three
homes in Saskatchewan have dangerously high levels
of radon. In Regina, it’s one in two homes.
Health Canada says radon is the #1 cause of lung
cancer in non-smokers and is responsible for killing
more than 3,200 Canadians each year. That’s more
deaths annually than vehicle collisions, house fires,
carbon monoxide poisoning and drownings combined.
Radon is a radioactive gas that comes from the
breakdown of uranium in soil and rock. It is invisible,
odourless and tasteless. When radon is released from
the ground into the outdoor air, it is diluted and is not
a concern. However, in enclosed spaces, like homes,
it can accumulate to high levels and become a risk to
the health of you and your family. It can enter any
place it finds an opening where the house contacts the
ground: cracks in foundation floor and walls, construction joints, gaps around service pipes, support
posts, window casements, floor drains, sumps or cavities inside walls.
Health Canada says the only way to be sure of the
radon level in your home is to test for it.

They suggest you order a long-term radon test from
www.takeactiononradon.ca, and follow the instructions provided. After 3 months send your radon test
to the lab to be analyzed using the return packaging
and instructions provided. You will receive result in a
few weeks. If your radon levels are below 200 Bq/
m3, no action is required. For radon levels above 200
Bq/m3, take action to reduce. Call 1-866-225-0709 or
visit canada.ca/radon for detailed information.
(canada.ca/radon; saskatoon.ctvnews.ca)
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… Books …

… Words …
A Pangram is a phrase that uses every letter in the
English alphabet. The quick red fox jumps over the
lazy brown dog..
A Palindrome is a word or phrase that read the same
way forward and reversed. While it’s easy to identify
short palindromes like eye or mom, longer sentences
are much more difficult. A nut for a jar of tuna, Ma is
as selfless as I am, Rise to vote, sir.

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

A novel is defined as having 40,000 words or
more. The average novel has about 90,000 words.
The longest novel ever written, À la recherche du
temps perdu (Remembrance of Things Past) by
Marcel Proust has an estimated 1,267,069 words.
The most expensive book in the world, Codex
Leicester by Leonardo Da Vinci, was purchased
by Bill Gates in 1994 for $30.8 million.
There are estimated to be about 1,000,000 new
books published each year.
The Holy Bible, Quotations from Chairman Mao
Tse-Tung and Harry Potter are the three most read
books in the world.
J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter was rejected by 12
publishers before Bloomsbury accepted it.
India is the country that reads the most with over
10 hours per week. Thailand and China are second
and third, with 9.24 and 8 hours per week.
One in five adults around the world cannot read or
write.
The fear of running out of something to read is
called abibliophobia.
Bibliosmia is loving of the smell of old books.
You are 2½ times less likely to be diagnosed with
Alzheimer’s in later life if you read regularly.
ISBN is an International Book Standard Number
printed with the barcode on the back and the title
page of a book. It identifies the publisher, the title,
and the country it was published in, and can be
easily identified by any bookseller or library.
(ebookfriendly.com; ca.news.yahoo.com/; anypromo.com)

An Anagram is a word or phrase formed by rearranging its letters, using each letter only once. The
best anagrams manage to link the new word or phrase
to the original one, such as when listen becomes silent, Elvis becomes lives, the eyes become they see
and eleven plus two becomes twelve plus one. The
Anagram Times, the only daily newspaper of its kind,
say they publish all the news that’s fit to anagram at:
anagramtimes.com.
An Acronym is a pronounceable word formed from
the first few letters of each word in a phrase or title.
The newly-combined letters create a new word that
takes its place in everyday language.
AWOL: Absent Without Leave
WASP: White Anglo Saxon Protestant
RADAR: Radio Detecting and Ranging
NASA: National Aeronautics & Space Administration
An Initialism is an abbreviation formed from the
first letter/s of words in a phrase where the letters are
pronounced individually but do not become new pronounceable words.
DVD: Digital Video Disk
ATM: Automated Teller Machine
FBI: Federal Bureau of Investigation
SPCA: Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
•
•

•
•
•

The most used letter in the English alphabet is E;
the least used is Q.
There are about one million words in the English
language but it's impossible to provide an exact
number since new words are constantly being added and falling out of use.
The longest sentence ever printed is 823 words in
Victor Hugo’s Les Misérables.
Epeolatry is the worship of words.
Hippopotomonstrosesquippedaliophobia means
the fear of long words.

